standards worldwide.
Yip opened a Chinese restaurant in
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Mettler1929’s brand presence in Asia. For
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changed
Bellefontaine, Yip followed a bricks-andPeter Yip, CEO
partners founded La Prairie in
mortar approach with its first exclusive
English
L A NYip
Gandwhat
Uhis A
G Ewas:a whirlwind
1978,
followed
counter in Harvey Nichols in Hong Kong
progression of international launches,
starting with the Asian market.
“A year after launch, I successfully
developed the brand in Hong Kong,
Japan, South Korea, Malaysia, Singapore,
Thailand and Indonesia, then moved on
towards creating my own company,”
says Yip.
Developing an eye for beauty at an
early age through exposure to the
paintings of his father Yip Ping Sum,
Bellefontaine’s CEO envisioned a brand
specifically designed to strengthen the
skin’s immune system. He turned to
edelweiss, Switzerland’s national flower,
for its high antioxidant and environmental

damage protection properties. Edelweiss
is at the heart of Yip’s Edelgen complex
– a principal active ingredient present in
all Bellefontaine products.
The opulent skincare brand of choice
for the ultra-sophisticated, Bellefontaine
features anti-ageing, lightening,
moisturising, purifying, stem cell
treatment, men’s care and other products.
Looking to provide Swiss-quality
skincare products for the whole family,
Yip acquired traditional glycerine soap
manufacturer Mettler1929, thus realising
his goal of expanding the company’s
expertise.
Created in 1929, the Mettler1929

in 2005. With scope extending all the way
to China, Bellefontaine is present in 42
countries through luxury spa partners
and exclusive points of sale.
Leveraging the mature e-commerce
landscape of the Chinese market, Yip
tapped platforms such as Tmall in
marketing Mettler1929. Yip sees a large
potential in internet sales and plans to
utilise other e-commerce sites such as
Amazon to expand worldwide.
“Even though our products are
priced at a premium, we get business
worldwide because consumers recognise
that we make the best Swiss products,”
Yip says.
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CELLESTIA
BRINGS
NOVEL, GROUNDBREAKING TREATMENT
AMAC AEROSPACE
ELEVATES BUSINESS
AVIATION
IN CHINA TO NEW
HEIGHTS TO PATIENTS IN CHINA
FOR
INCURABLE
CANCERS

W

High-net-worth individuals in Asia are
customer satisfaction across its four areas
orking on his doctorate thesis
activated, lead to multidrug resistance of
Swiss Institute for Experimental Cancer
development of such a high-precision
bound to experience Swiss excellence in
of operations comprising aircraft
in Switzerland, Dr Rajwinder
many cancers, allowing them to escape
Research at École Polytechnique Fédérale
drug is the ability to identify patients, as
private aviation. AMAC Aerospace, the
maintenance, completion, management
Lehal made a startling
existing treatments.
de Lausanne, or EPFL,” says CEO and
having a suitable diagnostic at hand is as
world’s largest privately owned aircraft
and chartering. This is achieved with the
discovery that could change
Cellestia Biotech was borne out of this
co-founder Dr Michael Bauer, an
important as the drug itself. For that
company offering VIP (very important
help of more than 1,000 seasoned
cancer treatment forever.
pioneering science, leading to the
experienced drug developer. “We’re able
reason, Cellestia developed its own
person) and corporate aviation services, is
engineers, craftsmen and other personnel
Knowing that cancer is largely driven by
discovery of an anticancer drug with a
to design molecules that precisely control
diagnostic methods for patient selection.
sharing with the region its superior
who work seamlessly across eight
aberrant genetic information, he focused
new mode of action. “With this novel
specific oncogenic gene transcription.
After the completion of dose finding and
expertise in customising and chartering
hangars, which can handle all aircraft sizes
on selectively controlling gene expression.
drug, we can break multidrug resistance in
Cellestia has discovered a unique
proof of concept in cancer patients, the
the world’s most luxurious and modern
from narrow to widebody jets.
Gene expression is the process of
many cancers,” says Lehal, referring to
approach to control these cancer targets
efficacy of CB-103 will be investigated in
aircraft. With the company’s end-to-end
No two aircraft are the same as each
translating genetic information into
data confirming the drug’s outstanding
with our rational molecular drug design.
patients who are selected by a tailor-made
private aviation services spanning
plane is individually fitted from nose to tail
proteins that regulate biological functions
activity. Lehal is the company’s chief
“CB-103 has demonstrated excellent
diagnostic programme. The process will
purchasing, completion and management
using world-renowned artists, state-of-theand interactions. In cancer, this process
scientific officer and co-founder.
clinical safety and potent disease control
lead to the co-development of CB-103 and
to maintenance, staffing and reselling all
art avionics, the most powerful
goes out of control, leading to excessive
Since its founding in 2014, Cellestia
in cancer patients with advanced
a companion diagnostic.
under one roof, owning or chartering a jet
communication technologies and even
growth, metastasis, organ invasion and,
has become a fully integrated research
metastatic disease. Clinical results are
Cellestia has attracted a highly
Bernd Schramm, group chief
has never been as easy.
feng shui concepts. AMAC’s turnkey
ultimately, patient death. Another key
and development (R&D), clinical-stage
encouraging: there’s no doubt the drug is
qualified investor base with private and
operating officer
“We’re dedicated to delivering Swiss
solutions also extend from helping
challenge is the genetic complexity of the
company. Its most advanced programme,
delivering potent long-term disease
institutional investors such as PPF Group
standards of engineering excellence with
customers choose the right plane to
disease that helps cancer resist existing
CB-103, which is starting phase two in
control in advanced metastatic cancer
(Europe), Emerging Technology Partners
New clients from Asia and other
an eye for utmost safety, value and
assisting them in all other aspects of
therapies.
cancer patients, is complemented by a
patients, giving them an excellent quality
(United States and China), Fontus Capital
regions such as the Middle East are in
comfort for our clients,” says AMAC group
private aviation to include continuous
Lehal directed his research to achieve
broad R&D pipeline of new first-in-class,
of life. We’re glad the ongoing clinical trial
(China), Partners Investment (South
good hands as Schramm works with
chief operating officer Bernd Schramm,
airworthiness management, provision of
what until then was impossible: finding
early-stage projects.
confirms all our expectations,” Bauer
Korea), Swiss Health Angels and Bernina
group CFO Mauro Grossi, who is an expert
who is an aeronautical engineer with more
seasoned pilots and crew, and reselling an
molecules that selectively control
“The foundation of our success is the
says.
BioInvest (Switzerland). Around US$60
in operational and financial project
than two decades of experience in
old aircraft.
oncogenic drivers of cancer, which when
quality of our science, originating from the
A key success factor in the
million has been invested, and the
management. At the helm of AMAC is
maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO),
“We always go beyond client
group executive chairman and CEO Kadri
and VIP completion or fitting a bare plane
expectations, and we envision extending
Muhiddin,
who
is
also
an
aeronautical
with best-in-class furnishings and avionics.
our legacy to Asia,” Schramm says.
engineer with more than 40 years of
“We work with clients every step of
“Together with new regions from
experience in MRO and complex aircraft
the way to guarantee impeccable quality,
around the world that serve as our
modification.
timeliness and service, all within their
baseline for clients, we see China as a new
The company draws on the support of
budget to create an elite aircraft designed
frontier with its growing young VIP and
the group across Europe and in Turkey
to meet the tiniest detail they have
VVIP population who share our distinct
and Lebanon to deliver unparalleled
specified.”
passion for aviation excellence.”

SKINCARE GETS LUXURIOUS
TREATMENT WITH BELLEFONTAINE

When Peter Yip moved from Hong Kong
brand made its name as the “soap for
to Switzerland in 1969 to study in a Swiss
doctors”. Proving the brand’s staying
hotel management school, he did not
power, Mettler1929 launched in 2020 a
think that he would one day establish the
pandemic essential – a hand-sanitising
most renowned and successful Swiss
product. Combining 75.2 per cent ethanol
skincare brand in the world. By a twist of
with glycerine and aloe vera, the
fate, Yip became a pioneering skincare
Mettler1929 sanitiser provides protection
entrepreneur renowned for raising beauty
against viruses and germs while leaving
standards worldwide.
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115 more via platform-as-a-service (PaaS)
including preparing networks, backup,
within its ecosystem.
partners, the ALSO ecosystem is home to
storage and cybersecurity measures.
“ALSO has a 10-year track record of
more than 700 vendors and 120,000
With a steady demand for cloud-based
sustainable profitable growth. We are
hardware, software and information
services, ALSO continuously builds its
focused on consistently increasing our
technology (IT) services resellers. The
portfolio of off-the-shelf solutions. In the IoT
operational excellence, accelerating our
company closely monitors over 1,450
space, ALSO offers the AllThingsTalk
growth, and mergers and acquisitions
product categories to ensure relevance and
platform for global use. The platform
activities. We offer our partners integration
availability, adding and reducing stocks
comprises two areas – Maker, for rapid
into our global ecosystem and the backing
based on demand.
prototyping; and Spaces, the IoT product
of a highly professional company,” says
Creatingindividuals
a complementary
ecosystem
platform. Maker helps developers gather customer
Gustavo
Möller-Hergt,
ALSO
Group’s
High-net-worth
in Asia are
satisfaction
across
its four
areasCEO.

ALSO’S COMPREHENSIVE ECOSYSTEM
BUILDS STRONG IT CONNECTIONS

AMAC AEROSPACE ELEVATES BUSINESS
AVIATION IN CHINA TO NEW HEIGHTS
bound to experience Swiss excellence in
private aviation. AMAC Aerospace, the
world’s largest privately owned aircraft
company offering VIP (very important
person) and corporate aviation services, is
sharing with the region its superior
expertise in customising and chartering
the world’s most luxurious and modern
aircraft. With the company’s end-to-end
private aviation services spanning
purchasing, completion and management
to maintenance, staffing and reselling all
under one roof, owning or chartering a jet
has never been as easy.
“We’re dedicated to delivering Swiss
standards of engineering excellence with
an eye for utmost safety, value and
comfort for our clients,” says AMAC group
chief operating officer Bernd Schramm,
who is an aeronautical engineer with more
than two decades of experience in
maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO),
and VIP completion or fitting a bare plane
with best-in-class furnishings and avionics.
“We work with clients every step of
the way to guarantee impeccable quality,
timeliness and service, all within their
budget to create an elite aircraft designed
to meet the tiniest detail they have
specified.”

Bernd Schramm, group chief
operating officer
New clients from Asia and other
regions such as the Middle East are in
good hands as Schramm works with
group CFO Mauro Grossi, who is an expert
in operational and financial project
management. At the helm of AMAC is
group executive chairman and CEO Kadri
Muhiddin, who is also an aeronautical
engineer with more than 40 years of
experience in MRO and complex aircraft
modification.
The company draws on the support of
the group across Europe and in Turkey
and Lebanon to deliver unparalleled

of operations comprising aircraft
maintenance, completion, management
and chartering. This is achieved with the
help of more than 1,000 seasoned
engineers, craftsmen and other personnel
who work seamlessly across eight
hangars, which can handle all aircraft sizes
from narrow to widebody jets.
No two aircraft are the same as each
plane is individually fitted from nose to tail
using world-renowned artists, state-of-theart avionics, the most powerful
communication technologies and even
feng shui concepts. AMAC’s turnkey
solutions also extend from helping
customers choose the right plane to
assisting them in all other aspects of
private aviation to include continuous
airworthiness management, provision of
seasoned pilots and crew, and reselling an
old aircraft.
“We always go beyond client
expectations, and we envision extending
our legacy to Asia,” Schramm says.
“Together with new regions from
around the world that serve as our
baseline for clients, we see China as a new
frontier with its growing young VIP and
VVIP population who share our distinct
passion for aviation excellence.”

ALSO’S COMPREHENSIVE ECOSYSTEM
BUILDS STRONG IT CONNECTIONS
Putting it in the most basic terms, ALSO
Holding connects technology vendors and
resellers. However, what ALSO offers is
anything but simple. It has developed an
unparalleled supply, solutions and services
ecosystem to address not just
technological needs, but financing, logistics
and support for many sectors as well.
ALSO started as a wholesaler of
hardware and software products. Seeking

data and enables them to develop
applications based on said data. Spaces
runs corporate IoT applications for areas as
diverse as facility management and
automated access control. Further
technology for global distribution
comprises online gaming solution
SoraStream; a cybersecurity platform
offering a holistic approach, from risk
assessment and mitigation plans, through

company is planning to raise additional
funds this year while preparing to go
public next year or in 2024.
“This is a great opportunity to invest
at an attractive valuation with many
value-driving milestones in the near
future. We have a clear strategic focus
with our lead compound already in clinical
development and a very promising
pipeline based on our technology,” says
CFO Gaudenz von Capeller. In addition to
financing, Cellestia is actively looking for,
and in discussion, with Chinese
pharmaceutical companies for strategic
partnering.
Cellestia has successfully expanded
its clinical development programme
running in the EU, the US and selected
clinics in China, and has advanced to
phase two clinical development. “Cellestia
stands for real innovation, which is
already improving the prospect of cancer

Dr Michael Bauer, CEO and co-founder
patients. We’re happy to see that our drug
works and is well tolerated, giving us the
confidence in taking the company to the

next level. For patients, it means new
hope to have treatment for currently
untreatable cancers,” Bauer says.

